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Abstract— This paper investigates goal-directed cooperative
object swinging as a novel physical human-robot interaction
scenario. We develop an energy-based control concept, which
enables a robot to cooperate with a human in a goal-directed
swing-up task. The robot can be assigned to be a leader or
an actively contributing follower. We conduct a virtual reality
experiment to compare effort sharing and performance of
mixed human-human and human-robot dyads. The leader and
the follower controllers yield similar results compared to their
human standard.

I. INTRODUCTION

With robots entering everyday life, cooperative tasks

involving physical human robot interaction (pHRI) gain

in importance. Collaborative object manipulation has at-

tracted attention in the robotic community. Starting out

with impedance based controllers [1], more sophisticated

approaches have evolved that reduce the human effort in

tasks like cooperative load transport [2]. Robots are no longer

just passive helpers but active partners that understand human

intentions [3], [4] and actively contribute to the task [5], [6].

Whereas most of the existing works on cooperative pHRI fo-

cus on quasistatic and pure translational object manipulation,

only little attention has been paid to dynamic manipulation,

such as swing motion. Imagine, for example, two persons

cooperatively holding a sports mat or a large sack of potatoes,

swinging it from side to side and releasing it at the same time

in order to lift it onto a trolley. In the same way, dynamic

swing motion may enable human-robot teams to manipulate

larger and heavier objects than they normally would be able

to manipulate on their own or through pure transfer motion

(see Fig. 1).

Brachiating robots [7] and underactuated cable-suspended

robots [8] are example applications for swing motion. A two-

link robot is controlled to brachiate in a pendulum fashion

like an ape by controlling it to a desired target dynamic

in [7]. In [8] a three degrees-of-freedom parallel cable-driven

robot, similar to the underactuated mechanism presented in

this paper, is excited to reach a number of target points in

a large workspace. In the area of pHRI, rope turning tasks

have been investigated [9], [10]. While these works achieve

continuous turning, even in the more recent work [9], the

human still needs to take over the swing-up phase until a

stable rope turning motion can be achieved by the robot.
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Fig. 1. Flexible object swinging (b) interpreted as a mixture of rigid object
swinging (a) and pendulum swinging (c).

As during cooperative load transport, information as well

as energy is transferred through the mutual physical coupling

to the object, which poses an additional challenge [3].

The haptic communication channel established through the

coupling is known to enable fast and non-verbal negotiation

of the physical effort between cooperating human dyads,

resulting in temporally consistent interaction patterns [11].

These patterns of effort contribution can be also under-

stood as a situation-dependent allocation of leader and fol-

lower roles, which are continuously blended between each

other [6]. Alternatively, human haptic feedback interpreted

as an agreement can equip robotic partners to dynamically

allocate its role behavior [5].

In this work, we investigate cooperative object swinging

by a robotic and a human partner. Through the swinging

motion, the energy contained in the object is continuously

increased up to a desired energy level. Similar continuous

energy injection has also been used for brachiating robots [7]

or to bring a cart-pendulum system from its stable equilib-

rium point to its unstable equilibrium point [12]. In our case,

the desired energy level resembles a desired object height,

at which the object could be released to perform a goal-

directed throw. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no

similar pHRI task has been investigated and implemented to

date. Figure 1 shows how the swinging of semi-rigid objects

(b) can be classified as a combination of two extremes: an os-

cillating entity formed through the partner’s arms and a rigid

object (a) and a simple pendulum that can oscillate itself (c).

In this paper, we consider the latter, since oscillatory objects

can be swung-up also with moderate actuation capabilities of

a robotic partner limited in speed and amplitude. Important

aspects as the repetitive movements used to incrementally

increase the objects energy are preserved. The forces exerted

by the partner can only indirectly be felt through the object

dynamics, posing an additional challenge.

We base our control concept on the swing-up control

method proposed in [12]. In particular, the principle of

continuously pumping energy into the object is developed

further to allow a leading robot to cooperatively swing up the
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Fig. 2. V-pendulum setup: pendulum mass mp actuated by a human H
and robot R through the handle masses mh.

oscillatory object to a known desired energy level together

with a human partner. The presented control concept is also

shown to enable a following robot to actively contribute to

the task even without knowing the human’s desired energy

level. In both cases, the robot accomplishes the swing-up

task relying solely on haptic feedback from its endeffector.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In

Sec. II we model the object swinging task and develop two

control laws: one that renders a robotic leader and one that

renders a robotic follower. Sec. III presents the setup and

design of a virtual reality experiment and introduces the

applied evaluation criteria. After reporting and discussing our

experimental results in Sec. IV, we draw our conclusion in

Sec. V.

II. ENERGY-BASED CONTROL

A. The v-pendulum setup

In order to be able to focus on the cooperative swinging,

we use a simple, oscillatory object as displayed in Fig. 2.

We refer to this underactuated mechanism as a v-pendulum

throughout this paper. The pendulum mass mp is suspended

from two ropes, both of length l. The ropes themselves

are connected to handles of mass mh. The handle on the

robot side R is restricted to movements in the x-direction

in a limited range. Even though humans may move the

handle in 3D on the human side H when swinging up the

v-pendulum, we choose to limit the robot’s movement to the

x-axis for simplicity and as a minimum requirement. The

distance between the two handles in their initial configuration

is B. Note that this distance changes when the two partners

move independently. The v-pendulum is projected into the

xy-plane on the robot side R as indicated by the dash-

dotted arrow. The resulting simple pendulum of length l∗ and

deflection angle θ is shown by the dashed line. The position

of the human and robot handles, with respect to their initial

positions, are given by the vectors rH and rR, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Forces acting on the robot side of the v-pendulum.

We want the robot to swing the pendulum up solely with

the help of haptic feedback. Figure 3 shows the forces acting

on the robot side of the v-pendulum. We assume that the total

force applied by the robot F R can be measured by a force

sensor. By dynamically compensating for the forces caused

by the handle mass mh, we obtain the force F R,p exerted by

the robot on the pendulum mass mp. Knowing F R,p allows

the computation of the projected deflection angle θ

θ = arctan

(

−FR,p,x

FR,p,y

)

(1)

and the position of the pendulum mass mp, with respect to

the robot handle

rR-p = −
F R,p

∥

∥F R,p

∥

∥

2

l. (2)

B. Robot as leader: known target deflection angle θd

First, we design a swing-up control that enables the robot

to increase the energy contained in the v-pendulum until a

target deflection angle θd is reached. This target deflection

angle is known to the robot. The robot takes the role of the

leader, as it does not react to the human, but only urges to

achieve the assigned goal.

Although the v-pendulum is more complex due to its two-

sided actuation, we show that the swing-up control for a

simple inverted pendulum by [12] can be applied using the

projection of the v-pendulum into the xy-plane (Fig. 2). We

choose to base our control on this specific swing-up control

for the following reasons:

• The swing-up controller is based on reaching a desired

energy level, which can be easily adapted to achieve

target angles in the range of −π/2 < θd < π/2, as

desired for our task.

• The pendulum is swung up through linear acceleration

of an effector that obeys a restricted workspace.

• The low-pass characteristics of the approach make it

robust to noise.

The equation of motion that describes the deflection angle

of a simple inverted pendulum is given by

θ̈ = −
g

l∗
sin(θ)−

1

l∗
cos(θ)r̈R,x (3)

with parameters and variables as specified in Fig. 2 and rR =
[

rR,x 0 0
]T

. Note that for our v-pendulum this equa-

tion of motion only holds for the following restricted mo-
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Fig. 4. Section of the phase portrait of a v-pendulum during swing-up.

The normalized first time derivative of the deflection angle θ̇
ωn

is plotted

over the deflection angle θ. With cos(θ) > 0 for angles −

π
2
< θ < π

2
,

sgn(sin(ϕ)) = − sgn(θ̇ cos(θ)) holds.

tion: r̈H,x = r̈R,x, rH,y = rH,z = 0 and the same initial po-

sition rH,x,0 = rR,x,0 = 0. However, as in our scenario the

initial handle distance B ≫
∥

∥rH/R

∥

∥, the projected deflection

angles θ on the human and the robot sides are almost equal.

Thus, through proper choice of the handle acceleration r̈R,x

we can influence θ (3), which in turn couples the robot to

the human motion.

The kinetic and potential energy of the pendulum under

above specified mirrored motion is

Vkin =
1

2
mp[(l

∗ cos(θ)θ̇ + ṙR,x)
2 + (l∗ sin(θ)θ̇)2] (4)

Vpot = mpgl
∗(1− cos(θ)). (5)

Taking the time derivative of the sum of the energies (4)

and (5), while disregarding the energy induced by the handle

motion (ṙR,x = 0) and inserting (3) yields an approximation

of the change of pendulum energy V̇ as given in [12]

V̇ ≃ −mpl
∗θ̇ cos(θ)r̈R,x. (6)

Thus, the pendulum energy will increase as long as

sgn(r̈R,x) = − sgn(θ̇ cos(θ)) holds.

The need to periodically excite underactuated suspended

mechanisms close to its natural frequency is affirmed by [8].

Figure 4 shows a phase portrait for the v-pendulum. The

inscribed angle ϕ in the phase portrait approximately relates

to the natural frequency of the pendulum ω′

n as follows [12]

ϕ(t) ≃ ω′

nt+ ϕ0. (7)

Thus, by choosing ϕ(t) to be the argument of a sinu-

soidal input trajectory rR,x, the pendulum is excited close

to its natural frequency. The phase angle can be computed

through ϕ = arctan(− θ̇
θωn

), with ωn =
√

g
l∗ being the

approximation of the natural frequency of the pendulum for

small angles θ.

In [12], the input rR,x is obtained by feeding the reference

input

rd
R,x = a

1

g(ωn)
sin(ϕ(t)− π + φ(ωn)). (8)

through the transfer function

G(s) =
Ω2

s2 + 2ζΩs+Ω2
(9)

where a is an amplitude factor, g(ωn) and φ(ωn) are the

amplitude and phase shift of the transfer function G(s)
at ωn, Ω = ωn

c0
, and c0 and ζ are design variables.

The resulting actuator trajectory rR,x is approximately

rR,x ≃ a
g(ω′

n)

g(ωn)
sin(ϕ(t)− π + φ(ωn)− φ(ω′

n)). (10)

As Fig. 4 shows the sign relation sgn(ϕ) =
− sgn(θ̇ cos(θ)) = sgn(r̈R,x) holds for deflection an-

gles −π/2 < θ < π/2. Thus, the actuator acceleration r̈R,x

satisfies the sign condition (6), and the energy of the pendu-

lum will increase as long as a > 0 holds.

The amplitude factor a is chosen to increase linearly with

the energy error V d − V and a slope of aL

bL
while being

saturated at ±aL

L : a =

{

aL sgn(V d − V ) if |V d − V | ≥ bL

aL

bL
(V d − V ) else.

(11)

The desired energy may represent a desired deflection

angle θd or a desired final height hd of the pendulum mass

V d = mpgl
∗(1− cos(θd)) = mpgh

d. (12)

The presented approach renders a robotic leader: by feed-

ing a reference input of the form (8) through a transfer

function (9), we obtain the trajectory (10). A robot tracking

this trajectory will swing up a pendulum attached to its end

effector to a desired energy level (12).

As stated earlier, the derivation as presented here, only

holds for a v-pendulum for the restricted, mirrored handle

movements. However, the nature of the approach to base the

argument of the sine on the current angle θ ((8) and Fig. 4)

and the low-pass-filter (9), makes it insusceptible to small

inprecisions caused by the more complex geometry of our

object. As simulations and experiments show (Sec. III), the

presented swing-up control allows a robot to swing up the

v-pendulum also for 2D handle trajectories on the human

side, which do not have to be in accordance with the robot

control.

However, the target energy has to be known by the robot.

In a following step, we want to enable the robot to actively

contribute to the swing-up task, but without knowing the

desired energy in advance.

C. Robot as follower: unknown target deflection angle θd

Cooperation between partners can be achieved even if the

task goal is not known to all agents, as it can be inferred

from observed actions. The assistive behavior may range

from simple gravity compensation to followers that take

over almost the complete share of the effort required to

fulfill the task [5]. For our swing-up task, we expect an

actively contributing follower, who takes over a significant

share of the task effort. We base our robot follower approach

on energy monitoring and formulate the following for our



control law: The robot should inject (release) energy into

(from) the pendulum whenever the human injects (releases)

energy into (from) the pendulum.

In order to mathematically formulate this control law,

we analyze the system energy in the following. Due to the

passive nature of the v-pendulum setup [13], energy can only

be added to the system through the forces applied at the

human F H and the robot F R actuator sides (see Fig. 2 and

Fig. 3). As we are only interested in the pendulum energy and

not the kinetic energy of the handle masses mh, we obtain

the energy input to the pendulum by using the dynamically

compensated forces F R,p and F H,p

V̇in = ṙTHF H,p + ṙTRF R,p. (13)

The total energy contained in the nondissipative pendulum

equates to

V = V (t) =

∫ t

0

V̇in dτ + V (0). (14)

The energy contained in the pendulum mass is given by

V = mpg(l
∗ + rp,y) +

1

2
mpṙ

T
p ṙp (15)

where rp = rR+rR-p describes the position of the pendulum

mass mp with rR-p according to (2).

Thus, we obtain the change in pendulum energy caused

by the human V̇H,in through

V̇H,in =
d

dt
V − V̇R,in. (16)

By use of the same actuator trajectory rd
R,x (10), but with

a modified amplitude factor a depending on the computed

human energy input V̇H,in, we obtain an actively contributing

follower. We choose the amplitude factor a to switch between

the three discrete values adis = {−aF, 0, aF} depending on

the magnitude and the sign of the human energy input V̇H,in

F : adis =

{

aF sgn(V̇H,in) if |V̇H,in| ≥ bF

0 else,
(17)

where aF determines the maximum amplitude and bF defines

a neutral zone, in which the robot amplitude is controlled

to zero. This choice of the amplitude factor a is similar to

the choice for a robot leader (11), with the difference of a

neutral zone instead of a ramp connecting the two maximum

values ±aL/F. We avoid abrupt switching and thus jumps in

the acceleration of the endeffector r̈x through ramps as

ȧ = τF sgn(adis − a). (18)

The blending time constant τF progressively changes the

robot’s amplitude, i.e., its contributed energy flow in the

direction indicated by the human partner. The amplitude

factor laws (17) and (18) render an effort role allocation

based on the inferred human contribution similar to [5].

The two controllers presented in this section result in two

distinct behaviors: a robotic leader and a robotic follower.

Fig. 5. Two 4 DoF haptic interfaces with handles and two screens render
the virtual scene; one pair for each human partner. The participants conduct
the cooperative task while standing in front of the devices.

v-pendulum

simulation
haptic device 1

robot control/

haptic device 2

F H,1 rR/F H,2

F R/rH,2rH,1

Fig. 6. Overall control structure for human-robot/human-human coopera-
tive swing-up. The human side(s) of the v-pendulum are actuated through
the forces F H,1/2, exerted during interaction with the haptic device. The
robot control computes an actuation trajectory rR, based on the measured
force F R.

These distinct behaviors are realized through the choice of

the amplitude factor a as given by (11) and (17).

III. EXPERIMENT

In order to evaluate the proposed leader and follower

control concept, we conducted a virtual reality experiment.

Four right-handed participants (1 female, 3 male, age 26-

30) were told to swing up a v-shaped pendulum according

to Fig. 2 in a virtual reality scene together with a human

partner, with a virtual avatar and alone with one fixed end.

A. Virtual reality rendering

Both visual and haptic feedback is provided to the parti-

cipants. The details on the rendering system are given in the

following.

1) Hardware Setup: Two four degrees-of-freedom (DoF)

manipulators provide high-fidelity haptic rendering to the

human participants, see Fig. 5 for the experimental setup.

The manipulators are computed-torque position controlled

and have 6-DoF force/torque-sensors (JR3) attached to the

handles. Two screens visualize the virtual reality scene for

the participants. A partition between the screens prohibits the

human participants to see the other person’s screen.

2) Software Implementation: Both the simulation of the

pendulum model and the control scheme of the haptic inter-

faces are implemented using MATLAB/Simulink Real-Time

Workshop and executed at a sampling frequency of 1 kHz

on two personal computers running Linux real-time kernels.

The control architecture for haptic rendering is shown in

Fig. 6. The physical model of the pendulum is realized within

the SimMechanics toolbox of MATLAB/Simulink through

rigid bodies linked via unconstrained spherical joints. The



Fig. 7. Visualized scene for human-human cooperative swing-up. The
red bounding boxes visualize the human workspace limits. The red sphere
represents the goal position for the pendulum mass and is only displayed
on the leader’s screen.

rigid body assumption is valid, as the rope connecting both

actuation bodies mh and the pendulum mass mp can be

considered to be fully stretched during the complete swing-

up task. Whereas the robot only moves along the x-axis, we

allow the human’s effector to move within the xy-plane in

a rectangular area of 0.24m × 0.18m constrained by virtual

walls. The z-axis is controlled to a constant position. This

way the human feels the forces exerted by the pendulum

in x- and y-direction, which were found to be important

for a realistic haptic perception of the pendulum state. The

interaction of the human through the haptic interface with the

virtual environment is realized by the Cartesian admittance

control law

FH, x/y = mhr̈H, x/y + dtṙH, x/y + FH,p, x/y (19)

rendering a point-mass mh with viscous damping dt at the

handle. For stability reasons a minimum damping dt and a

minimum mass mh have to be assigned. This, in return, ne-

cessitates a relatively high pendulum mass for a sufficiently

high ratio
mp

mh
. In order to decrease the gravitational load

the human is exposed to, the handle mass mh is gravity

compensated. The parameters of the simulated v-pendulum

are listed in Table I. A small, negligible inertia Ip is assigned

to the pendulum mass due to singularity issues within the

SimMechanics model.

TABLE I

PARAMETERS OF THE PENDULUM SIMULATION

mh[kg] mp[kg] Ip[
kg

m2
] B[m] l[m] dr[

Nms
deg

] dt[
Ns
m

]

4 5 0.0005 · I 1.32 0.9 0.0005 6

The v-pendulum as well as the virtual robot or human

partner are visualized through an OpenGL-based implemen-

tation using the Visualization ToolKit. Figure 7 shows the

displayed scene for human-human interaction. The control

TABLE II

CONTROL PARAMETERS

c0 ζ aL[m] bL[J] aF[m] bF[W] τF[s]

0.9 1.2 0.04 2.93 0.036 0.58 1

parameters used for the robot leader and the robot follower

are given in Table II. The two numerical differentiations in

(15) and (16) amplify noise, which we compensate for by

passing V̇H,in through two consecutive moving average filters

over 400 samples. The introduced delay is smaller than half

a second and, thus, we expect the controller to react similarly

fast as a human partner. However, model-based filters, e.g.

Kalman filters, should be used in a real world experiment to

avoid numerical differentiation of noisy force measurements

(F R).

B. Conditions and Procedure

Each participant conducted three trials under the following

experimental conditions in human interaction:

• HL-0, HL-HL, HL-HF, HF-HL,

and in human-robot interaction:

• HL-RL, HL-RF, HF-RL,

where HL (RL) and HF (RF) denotes a human (robot)

leader and follower, respectively. Condition HL-0 required

the human to swing up the pendulum alone while the other

end of the pendulum was fixed. An extra trial in HL-0

was conducted before the actual experiment to allow the

participants to get familiar with the task. The participants

where informed about their roles HL or HF beforehand and

asked to cooperate in order to achieve the joint goal: the

energy level displayed by the goal sphere to the leader only.

The procedure was as follows: the human participant had

to lift up the pendulum to the middle of the workspace. In

case of an RL condition, the robot started with a small point-

to-point movement to introduce slight swinging and, thus,

a properly rotating phase angle ϕ as needed for the robot

control. Then the first goal sphere at rd1
p corresponding to

a desired angle θd1 = π/6 was displayed. After reaching

the goal sphere once, the goal sphere stayed for another five

pendulum periods. Then a new goal sphere at θd2 = π/4
was displayed. After reaching that goal sphere and another

five pendulum periods, the goal sphere was shifted back to

angle zero. Thus, the participants were asked to completely

release the pendulum energy.

C. Measures

The following measures are introduced to evaluate the

above conditions. Note, that for each trial each measure is

computed twice; once for each desired energy level.

1) Completion time CT : The completion time is defined

as the time span

CT = tth − tid (20)

between the time of the first target hit tth

(
∥

∥rd
p − rp

∥

∥

2
< 0.04 m) and the time of the initial

display of the goal sphere tid.

2) Target hitting precision THrms: The target hitting

precision is computed as the root-mean-square of the six

dead points of the pendulum mass rp,dp on the side of the

goal sphere occurring after tth

THrms =

√

√

√

√

1

6

6
∑

i=1

∥

∥rp,dp,i − rd
p,i

∥

∥

2
. (21)
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Fig. 8. Means and standard deviations of RC1,1 and EV1.

3) Relative contribution of the first agent RC1: The

contribution of the first agent RC1 is the energy input of

the first agent in relation to the energy input of both agents

during the time period [tid tth] given by

RC1 =
V1(tth)− V1(tid)

V1(tth)− V1(tid) + V2(tth)− V2(tid)
. (22)

Agent 1 is the left agent in the above nomenclature of

conditions.

4) Energy efficiency EV : The energy efficiency EV
penalizes energy flow waisted by the agents, i.e. any energy

flow not directed towards the target energy level V d. We

define

EV =
|V d − V (tid)|

∫ tid*

tid
|V̇1,in|+ |V̇2,in| dτ

(23)

where tid* denotes the time when the next goal sphere

is displayed. The energy efficiency EV takes on values

between 0 and 1. Since the pendulum is slightly damped by

a small dr, EV = 1 is never reached. As we aim to penalize

time periods in which an energy flow sgn(V̇1,in) 6= sgn(V̇2,in)
is voluntarily applied by the partners, we filter the energy

flows with a third-order low-pass butterworth-filter with a

cut-off frequency at 1 Hz.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For comparison between our six different conditions, we

calculate the above four measures over all trials and for each

condition and target angle separately. For the sake of brevity,

we focus on the results for the desired angle θd1 in detail.

A. Analysis of the energy effort

First, we analyze the energy flows into the system, and

thus, the effort taken by the partners. Figure 8 shows the

resulting energy efficiency EV1 and the contribution of the

first agent RC1,1. The highest efficiency values are achieved

for the conditions with a robotic leader. This is due to the

perfectly monotonic energy flow produced by the leader

controller. The energy efficiency for a robotic follower is

in the same range as for the human-human combinations.

Note that a high efficiency value for the HL-0 condition

is obtained, since there is no partner interaction causing

efficiency losses.

The contribution of the first agent RC1,1 evaluates the

target-directed energy input into the pendulum. Figure 8
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Fig. 9. Means and standard deviations of CT1 and THrms,1.

suggests that for the conditions with a distinct human leader,

i.e., HL-HF and HL-RF, the leader contributes more than half

of the total energy needed to reach the goal. The relatively

low contribution of the robotic agents is due to the rather

conservative parameterization of the robot controllers with

low amplitude factors aL and aF. For the reported parameter-

ization, the contribution of a robotic follower is comparable

to the contribution of a human follower, both cooperating

with a human leader. The standard deviation for the HL-HF

condition is notably larger, due to the individual behavior of

the participants, compared to the constant behavior of the

robot follower.

B. Analysis of the task performance

Given the task of swinging up the pendulum to coincide

with a displayed goal sphere, the completion time CT1 and

target hitting precision THrms,1 shown in Fig. 9 evaluate

the task performance. As expected, CT1 is the smallest if

both cooperating agents lead and, thus, know the desired

angle. A robot follower as well as a human follower tend

to decrease the completion time, compared to the human

single performance. The relatively high completion time for

the condition RL-HF is again a result of the conservative

control parameterization.

The conditions involving a robot leader cause the best

target hitting precision THrms,1. The good precision orig-

inates in the robot control, which continuously tracks the

pendulum energy. In contrast, humans are expected to rely

to a high extend on their visual feedback. The precision

similarly decreases for a human leader cooperating with

a robot or a human follower. However, the high standard

deviation for the HL-RF condition stands out and is analyzed

in the following by means of an example trial.

C. Analysis of the robot follower

A complete example trial for the HL-RF condition is given

in Fig. 10. It shows the energy contribution of the human

leader VH,in and the robot follower VR,in, which sum up to

the total energy input to the pendulum Vin. The total energy

contained in the system is given by V , which is slightly lower

than Vin due to the damping dr in the pendulum joints. The

desired energy V d is computed from the sequence of desired

angles θdi.
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Fig. 10. Energy over time for a sample trial under HL-RF condition.

The trial starts as the human leader lifts the handle to the

workspace middle, followed by the display of the first goal

sphere at θd1 = π/6. The robot is controlled to monotonically

raise the energy level according to the human input with a

short time delay. Once the target angle is reached, the human

stops inserting more energy into the system, which causes

the robot controller to enter the neutral zone, controlling its

amplitude to zero (17). The measures target hitting preci-

sion THrms,1 = 0.023m and energy efficiency EV1 = 0.43
for the first energy level in this trial are especially good

compared to the means over all trials (see Fig. 8 and Fig.

9). The reason for the worse performance during other trials

can be found when observing the next phase defined by the

target angle θd2 = π/4. The higher energy level is harder to

be tracked by the human. As a result, the robot controller

does not stay in its neutral zone, which in return makes

it more difficult for the human to track the target energy

level. As a consequence the measures for the second phase

degrade to THrms,2 = 0.036m and EV2 = 0.31. Other

participants tend to highly oscillate also around the lower

energy level, which explains the high standard deviation

of THrms,1 for the HL-RF conditions. This issue suggests that

control parameters adapted to the individual human behavior

may improve performance. Furthermore, a robot follower

taking into account the magnitude of the human energy flow

is expected to be beneficial.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we investigate goal-directed cooperative

object swinging as a pHRI task. Cooperative swinging may

enable human-robot teams to extend their object manipu-

lation capabilities beyond quasi-static object transport. The

joint swing-up of a v-shaped pendulum is investigated as

a simplified example of a cooperative task. We present a

control design that enables a robot to swing up the v-

pendulum in cooperation with a human. The robot can take

on the two distinct roles of a leader and a follower. The

robot follower actively contributes to the pendulum swing-

up, without knowing the task goal: a desired pendulum

deflection angle. A virtual reality experiment serves as a

proof of concept. The results reveal that the robot leader as

well as the robot follower show comparable performance to
a human leader and a human follower. We give directions on

how the robot follower control performance could be further

improved, as our experiment indicates a dependency on the

human partner’s swing-up behavior. In further research we

will investigate how the swing-up for the simple v-pendulum

can be extended to more complex oscillating objects as well

as to the swing-up of rigid objects.
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